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Biais cognitifs dans la visualisation
d’information: implications pour l’évaluation
Cognitive Biases in Information Visualization: Implications for Evaluation

Evanthia Dimara
English Abstract—Humans are often known to make poor or irrational decisions that manifest themselves as cognitive biases,
but very few studies explored if these biases could persist when using visualization tools that support decisions. Most previous
studies focused on biases related to information either not properly communicated or understood e.g. a user that could not
compute a known risk or identify an unknown risk (uncertainty). In this talk, we would like to discuss our findings in another
type of bias, called attraction effect in which users that were almost 100% accurate in selecting good alternatives using a
visualization, were nonetheless irrationally influenced by the presence of irrelevant data. The main implication of these findings
is that the current evaluation methods of visualizations in decision support that focus on data understanding may not be sufficient
to ensure decision quality.
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I NTRODUCTION

Interactive data visualizations facilitate information
processing, making data accessible and promoting
informed decisions, i.e., decisions based on hard facts
rather than mere beliefs. Moreover, visualization systems offer advantages over automated approaches
by leaving room for human judgment [20], which is
essential when decisions require expert knowledge
[19] or subjective preferences [4].
However, humans often make poor or irrational decisions due to low conscious effort, time limitations or
faulty reasoning [9]. One example is the “confirmation
bias”, where the user unconsciously seeks evidence
to confirm what they already believe, rather than
seeking disconfirming evidence [22]. Such systematic
errors, also known as cognitive biases, could propagate
through any human-in-the-loop system like a visual
analysis tool.
Despite the recent growing interest of information
visualization in decision support [2], [6], [15], there
has been little work on how to detect and alleviate
the potential cognitive biases involved. Most of this
work focuses on two problems related to cognitive
biases: fallacies in probabilistic reasoning [12], [17] or
neglect of uncertainty in the data [27]. The challenge
in these works is to assist users who either fail to
estimate known risks or tend to ignore unknown risks
(uncertainty) related to their decision. Thus, here the
potential poor decision quality is derived from lack of
information (risk) or its understanding.
In our recent work we investigated a cognitive
bias called attraction effect in which user decisions
were irrational even-though all information was fully
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understood, and without any uncertainty involved
[7].
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C OGNITIVE B IASES AND V ISUALIZATIONS

The biases we usually study in visualizations are
related to visual perception, mostly pre-attentive, of
how our senses (mis) perceive visual variables e.g.
color, magnitude, position or direction [5], [21], [26].
Cognitive biases differ since they refer to errors made
during information processing once the visual information is well perceived.
Zuk and Carpendale [27] discuss how visualizations can assist to remediate uncertainty biases. Researchers have studied how visualizations, such as
Euler diagrams and frequency grids, can reduce the
base rate bias in probability estimation [10], [12]. The
FinVis [17] tool presents investment alternatives using
a risk plot, along with the overall aggregated risk as
a Gaussian gradient, to help investors overcome the
uncertainty aversion and diversification bias. Miller
et al. [13] used scatterplots and histograms to help
remediate regression bias in expert predictions. Zhang
et al. [25] showed probability judgments in tabular
visualizations can suffer from both conservatism and
loss aversion biases. Most studies show that multiple
biases can co-ocur in visualizations and their remediation can be challenging [11], [12].

3

T HE ATTRACTION E FFECT

Most of these previous work explored poor decisions
based on uncertain information, but even when there
is no uncertainty in the data, peoples’ choices may yet
imperfectly reflect their true preferences.
In our recent work, we investigated whether the
attraction effect, a common bias in consumer choices
[8], that it has been also observed in political decisions
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[14] or in animals when they select their food [3],
[18], could affect decisions made with visualization
tools. Attraction effect is the shift in preference over
an option for which there exists a similar, but slightly
inferior (dominated), alternative. Our study showed
that users were almost 100% accurate in selecting
good (non-dominated) alternatives using a scatterplot,
but their decision appeared irrationally influenced by,
the presence of irrelevant (dominated) alternatives [7].

4 I MPLICATIONS
A PPROACHES

OF

P URE I NFORMATIONAL

Most evaluations of visualization systems tend to
validate their effectiveness in supporting a decision by
using analytic tasks, such as value retrieval [4], [23],
finding extrema [4], [24] and outliers [23], range tasks
[16], [23], and identification of patterns [23], correlations [24] or more complex analytic task combining
multiple low-level tasks [1], [16].
Analytic tasks can be indeed informative since good
decisions require a good understanding of the relevant data, but not necessarily sufficient. For example,
visualizing a full house dataset [23] is important when
the task to explore market trends but, as we show
in the attraction effect findings, when the task is to
choose a house the presence of all inferior house
alternatives maybe bias users over certain alternatives
[7] .
Our work suggests that examining tasks related to
data understanding may not be enough and more
sensitive measures are needed to evaluate the decision
quality itself. As a consequence, decision support
visualizations should not be designed and evaluated
under the assumption that good decisions are the
natural outcome of visual analysis based on reliable
data and thus traditional visualization design rules
may not apply when the goal is to support decision
making.
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